
 

 

 

7th May 2021 

Expat Academy Round-up 

Since the last Expat Academy Round-up, the United Kingdom has gone past the 50% mark when 

looking at the share of the total population that has had at least one dose of the vaccine. The map 

below gives a snapshot of how the vaccine is rolling out globally.  

 

(source: https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations)   

However, in a week of optimism, there has also been the news of increased pressure on the Indian 

government to introduce a national lockdown as cases have spiked to almost 400,000 new cases per 

day.  

It is interesting to note that against this backdrop the number of international business trips has 
started to increase once again. However, the imminent introduction of a complex traffic light system 
does highlight how important it is going to be for organisations to ensure employees thoroughly plan 
their journeys.  

Even within the same country, regulations can change from one region to another and can impact 
travel plans significantly. Whilst the pandemic has affected countries globally the response has 
varied considerably across different regions. Countries have different tests, different quarantine 
timeframes as well as different requirements for vaccination evidence. This lack of standardisation is 
only going to make guidance for business travellers more complex.  

Current Challenges 

There still seems to be visa challenges for assignees into China with dependent visas being denied. 

Whilst there is direction from Beijing there seems to be a variation at local level as to how this is 

applied. 

 

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations


 

 

Some organisations are finding that they are frequently being given different directions and advice 

and even, on occasions, a reversal of advice during a process.  

In addition, visas are only being provided if the individual receives one of the vaccines available in 

China. 

For those that are obtaining visas and are travelling to China, the hotel quarantine upon arrival has 

been reported to be unpleasant. 

It is also recommended not to separate families travelling to China as China has closed its travel 

corridors with minimal notice in the last year leaving assignees unable to see their partners and 

children.  

Bite Size Briefing 

Last week’s Bite Size Briefings provided members with an excellent guidance when looking at the hot 

topic of remote workers.  

Cyril Brenninkmeijer’s session on ‘International remote working – key trends and challenges’ offered 

some fantastic insights into the changes in policies they have seen across their clients. Whilst they 

saw policies brought in quickly to deal with the arrangements under the pandemic, ECA believe that 

a number of these policies are here to stay. 

Cyril summarised the session by highlighting that it was worth organisations considering their 

default position when it comes to remote working, how remote working was to be monitored and 

consider using a technology solution to filter out the requests where the remote working 

arrangement was simply not possible. 

For more information please click here to access ECA’s recent blog posts on remote working, to learn 

more about this evolving pattern of work and how companies are currently utilising it. Should you 

have a query for Cyril or the team at ECA, please feel free to get in touch. 

In the next session, Purni Makhi and Zoe Cuthbert from BDO reviewed the employer payroll tax and 

social security issues that can arise with remote workers and highlighted that is it possible an 

employee could be liable for tax in one country but social security in another country. 

One of the attendees asked a great question as to whether there are plans by governments and their 

tax agencies to respond to these changes in work arrangements. Whilst it is being considered it is 

certainly too early to say whether significant change is likely even in the long term. 

Purni and Zoe’s key takeaway actions were for organisations to develop a strategic plan to deal with 

this remote worker population. It is important to take remedial action on the current remote worker 

population before putting plans in place for a full remote working policy. Whilst it may be the 

employee’s responsibility to tell the employer when they travel and go to work remotely from 

another location, in the longer term it is the employer’s responsibility to ensure compliance and 

advise the business how to deal with this population. Global Mobility must be clear on its tolerance 

of risk and setting applicable thresholds and should request leadership support if needed. Putting a 

policy and approval process in place now is important to ensure consistency across the organisation. 
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Karen McSharry, Senior Tax Manager at Certino then looked at the payroll challenges of looking after 

remote workers. Whilst outlining how important it is to set up shadow payroll to comply with local 

reporting rules she used their own organisation as a great case study of how they comply despite 

many of their team working remotely across the globe. 

Karen also touched on the topic of virtual assignments and the potential of a tax liability should the 

assignee then travel to the host location and the organisation cross charge the assignment costs. In 

response to the pandemic Karen believes that there will be more government initiatives in future to 

collect taxes and help fund economic recovery post pandemic. Therefore it is important to remain 

compliant. 

Ada Yang, Client Services Director at Certino, walked attendees through checklists that will help 

embed the necessary actions into a day-to-day process. 

Certino are currently running a survey on ‘Global Mobility and Employment Tax Compliance & 

Process in 2021 and Beyond’. As many organisations start to consider kick starting their Global 

Mobility programs again in some shape or form, it seems an opportune time to review next steps 

with respect to payroll compliance, specifically in respect of Shadow Payroll. If you were unable to 

answer the survey at our Bite Size Briefing please click here to take part. 

Up next, Boo Holmes gave those attending some top tips for effective communication that could 

also be taken back into the office as organisations start to return to face to face meetings. 

My favourite top tips were: 

- to ensure you take time in a presentation or meeting and use considered pauses rather than 

‘erm’ or other uncertainties. Pausing allows you to breath which supports the voice and 

keeps enough oxygen flowing to the brain.  

- to consider if you only met someone once, what impression would you like to leave them 

with?  

- the power of smile. Don’t get intimidated by a meeting. Instead show up ‘ready to drive’. 

Reflect what you want people to see and fill your physical footprint a little more confidently.  

- Interestingly Boo highlighted that people may forget what you say, forget what you do but 

people don’t forget how you make them feel. 

Boo also recommended a Ted Talk by Amy Cuddy – ‘Fake it until you make it’ which can be found 

here. 

Finally Ben Sheldrick from Magrath Sheldrick LLP rounded off the sessions talking about the 

immigration risk of remote working and digital nomads. He looked at the different options for those 

with citizenship, residency or who just travelled to that location as a visitor. In particular providing 

insights for those remote working in France, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, USA, 

Singapore and Portugal. 

Ben went on to talk about different initiatives by certain countries to attract talent by introducing 

digital nomad visas. Perhaps this is something we will see more and more countries offer as 

governments look to recover from the pandemic and rebuild their economies. 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSepEXFd0gqZ7tVtGgFom3_nBmkD6fpk4mzlUzgVM1Xtx7_fEQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVmMeMcGc0Y


 

 

Virtual Assignments 

With organisations looking to offer logistical flexibility to the business during this time, virtual 

assignments are another way to allow talent to be used in alternative locations. Here at Expat 

Academy we have put together a Virtual Assignment policy template for members to use. Members 

can click here to access it on the Vault. 

Mobility to Mobilisation 

We have seen organisations looking to take an innovative approach to mobilising their workforce as 

normal talent flows have been displaced over the last year. 

Wherever talent is, and wherever it needs to be, Global Mobility is being asked to shift the focus 

from physical mobility to effective talent mobilisation. 

As the function reinvents itself to achieve this new goal, we anticipate significant changes and 

challenges both in the short and medium term. With so many to choose from, Mike Wincott, Senior 

Director, Client Solutions EMEA for AIRINC has highlighted the ones he believes you can expect to 

see coming down the line:  

• Thinking creatively and strategically 

• Operational hurdles 

• Green mobility 

• No more business as usual 

• Remote and virtual working 

• DE&I 

 

The full article can be downloaded here. 

Benchmarking 

Our benchmarking is currently busy on a range of topics including: 

- Assignment accompaniment - Loss of earnings for a spouse. 

- Face-to-face right to work checks. 

- ID06 Cards. 

- Offshoring - Statement of work. 

- Family allowance during assignment. 

- Secondments in Mexico. 

- Rotational Allowances - Pro-rating Allowances. 

- European outsourced HR Company/law firm recommendations. 

- Permanent Transfer Package. 

All these questions, input from our members and the latest template additions can be found on the 

Expat Academy portal here. 

MyGMPD 

MyGMPD is an exciting, first-of-its kind professional development programme and sister company to 

Expat Academy. It is designed to help Global Mobility professionals continuously improve their 

https://members.expat-academy.com/vault/view/312
https://www.air-inc.com/library/from-mobility-to-mobilisation/
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technical skills and specialist knowledge, and leads to accreditation and recognition as a leading GM 

professional. 

Expat Academy continues to give you brilliant training courses and resources but if you are keen to 

take your learning one step further, then MyGMPD is for you! 

For Expat Academy members, individual GMPD membership costs £475+VAT per annum (discounted 

to £365+VAT for early users) - amazing value, giving you a structured learning path for only £1 per 

day! 

If you have any questions, please contact hello@gmpd.com or fast forward to registration and get 

started today. 

If you are already a GMPD member don’t forget to Log your Learning for the content you are 

reading, or for events you have recently attended, here.  

 

Author: Myrianthe Ewington, Head of Client Services - Expat Academy. 

Myrianthe has over 15 years’ experience in the Global Mobility industry, both in 

house and as an outsource provider across a variety of industries from Banking 

through to Oil & Gas. Myrianthe currently uses her extensive Global Mobility 

knowledge and experience to bring together topical, interesting and relevant 

industry insights and content at the training sessions, Bite Size briefings, Huddles, 

Super Huddles and Conference across the globe. 
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